Post Doctoral Position: Neuroimaging

The Human Behavioral Pharmacology Laboratory in the Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Neuroscience at the University of Chicago is seeking a post-doctoral fellow with expertise in fMRI study design and analysis, as well as human behavioral research. Join an active and collaborative lab [http://hbpl.uchicago.edu/](http://hbpl.uchicago.edu/) to investigate behavioral and brain effects of psychoactive drugs (stimulants and other drugs) in healthy volunteers. Requirements: PhD and experience with fMRI design and analysis (e.g., SPM, AFNI); experience with programming or script-driven data analyses; experience with human subjects behavioral testing preferred. Publications and good writing skills essential. Send cv and letter to H. de Wit [hdew@uchicago.edu](mailto:hdew@uchicago.edu)